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A theory for the 1-1/2 fluid
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~Received 22 February 1995; accepted 17 April 1995!

The 1-1/2 fluid is a conformal solution in which one species has a size parameter~diameter! of zero.
This ‘‘point-particle’’ species nevertheless interacts with the other component of the mixture, as th
collision diameter of a point particle and a finite particle is nonzero. A great simplifying feature o
this model mixture is that the point particles do not interact with each other. For hard repulsiv
potentials, the properties of a 1-1/2 fluid can be obtained exactly in terms of the properties of t
pure fluid obtained upon removal of all the point particles. For other potentials, the properties of th
1-1/2 fluid can be obtained only approximately. We develop two approaches to the description of t
1-1/2 fluid, both based on the methods of diagrammatic expansion and topological reduction. T
first approach is an extended virial treatment, in which the free energy is expanded in the densityr1
of the full-sized species, keeping to all orders terms in the densityr2 of the point particles. A
complementary approach takes the pure full-sized fluid as a reference, keeping all terms tor1 while
expanding inr2. Monte Carlo simulation is used to show that, properly formulated, an expansion
containing only terms first order inr2 is capable of describing 1-1/2 fluid properties over a very
broad range of conditions. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of an engineering theory—i.e., a theory
the sense of providing an approximate description of the
havior of a complex system—comprises two elements, a
erence system that is analytically tractable, and an appr
mate mathematical formulation that ties the reference to
target system, the system of interest. Both elements play
important role in the success of the theory, and good theo
balance the contributions of the two. The reference must
fashioned to satisfy two conflicting requirements. It must
simple enough to be solvable in some sense, so that g
effort is not required to establish its properties~the effort
must certainly not be comparable to that required to descr
the target!; yet at the same time it must exhibit certain esse
tial features of the target, so that the possibility remains
connect the two via a reasonably simple approximate tre
ment. Abundant examples from across the years may be c
to demonstrate the role of the reference in the success
failure of an engineering theory. In the field of chemic
physics, the liquid state long eluded a satisfactory descript
for the want of a suitable reference. With the advent of m
lecular simulation it became possible to perform experime
on model liquids, and thereby to formulate reliable analytic
treatments of them. Thus the well known stable of mod
materials—particularly the hard-sphere system and
variants—have come to serve in the role of a reference
liquid-state theory.

Many theories for mixtures fit this mold. Invariably th
reference for these treatments is a pure substance, us
selected as some sort of hybrid of the components of
mixture.1 The most prominent of these theories are the s
calledn-fluid theories that bear the name of van der Waals2,3

The 1-fluid theory in particular is quite popular, although
has well known limitations.4 We show for example in Fig. 1
application of the theory to two model mixtures. These mo
els form true conformal solutions, so they satisfy a key a
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proximation of the theory which real mixtures do not in gen
eral obey. The limits of the treatment, particularly relating t
the volumetric properties, are apparent; the prediction of th
chemical potential is expected to become worse as one d
parts from the limit of infinite dilution presented in the
figure.4 On the other hand, there is evidence5 that these de-
ficiencies do not much hamper the ability of the 1-fluid
theory to predict phase equilibrium. Nevertheless, broad a
plication of the theory to real substances must wrestle wi
its shortcomings a theory for truly conformal solutions, while
at the same time try to compensate for the fact that re
mixtures are not conformal. This makes systematic improv
ment of the theory difficult.

The popularity of the 1-fluid theory stems largely from
its simplicity, but also from the nature of the reference upo
which it is based. Pure fluids are described by relatively fe
parameters—just temperature and pressure—and this feat
facilitates their most important characteristic; they may b
rather fully characterized by experiment. The 1-fluid theor
succeeds as an engineering theory where many more co
plex approaches fail because it does not attempt a descript
from first principles. Experiment has a limited but well de
fined role in the treatment, viz., it provides a description o
the reference. However, the use of the pure fluid as a refe
ence at the same time gives rise to the theory’s shortcomin
A pure fluid cannot capture the role and influence of all th
varied components of the mixture at once, nor can it proper
account for the different faces that each species presents
its various neighbors; it is not very flexible. Simply put, the
essential shortcoming of a pure substance as a reference
terial is that it is not a mixture.

In the past several years we have introduced two qui
different model materials that may be suitable for use as
reference in a theory for mixtures. Theinfinitely polydisperse
mixture6 is a very curious substance that exhibits surprisin
simplifying features. However, it is rather far removed from
159999/8/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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1600 H.-C. Chiu and D. A. Kofke: A theory for the 1-1/2 fluid
a pure fluid, and so we will not consider it further in th
present context. Our goal is to devise a reference that ret
the possibility of experimental characterization, or at lea
one that holds the possibility of bridging to experiment; w
deem this a vital feature of a reference for a practical the
of mixtures.

The second model substance we have introduced ho
this potential. This is what we have called7 the ‘‘1-1/2 fluid.’’
The 1-1/2 fluid is a binary mixture in which one of the com
ponents has zero size. This of course is not to say that
presence is not felt. As the interaction between two m
ecules is governed by theircollision diameter~given to a first
approximation by their arithmetic mean!, these ‘‘point’’ par-
ticles are capable of significant interplay with their ‘‘full
sized’’ neighbors. However, one of the main simplifying fe
tures of the model is that the point particles interact not at
with each other. The 1-1/2 fluid buys this simplicity at rel
tively little cost, as it retains a substantial degree of flexib
ity for its service as a reference substance; both the com
sition of the mixture and the strength of the point-partic
influence can be varied independently, along with the us
state parameters of~say! the temperature and pressure. Mo

FIG. 1. Demonstration of the van der Waals 1-fluid~vdW1! theory; ~a!
excess volume for a mixture of hard spheres of size ratios2/s151/2, at a
pressurebps1

3510, presented as a function of the mixture mole fraction. T
solid line is from the accurate equation of state of Mansooriet al. ~Ref. 18!
while the dashed line is the prediction of vdW1;~b! residual chemical po-
tential of a Lennard-Jones solute of diameters22, at infinite dilution in a
solvent of diameters11, as a function of the collision diameter
s125~s111s22!/2. kT/e1151.2, andbps11

3 50.554. Squares are theNpT
Monte Carlo data of Shinget al. ~Ref. 4!, stars are molecular dynamics dat
of Lofti and Fisher~Ref. 19! circles areNpTMonte Carlo data taken by us
and the line is the prediction of vdW1.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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important, it is not a great leap to connect the 1-1/2 fluid t
an appropriate pure substance.

The goal of the present work is to develop a theory fo
the 1-1/2 fluid. In particular, we do attempt to present a con
formal solution treatment based upon this reference. Man
such approaches could be put forth, and we would rather th
the inevitable concern for the merits and weaknesses of o
particular formulation not distract from our study of this
model substance. In the next section we review the notio
of corresponding states and conformal solutions while pr
viding a more precise definition of the 1-1/2 fluid. Then in
Sec. III we present a theory for the 1-1/2 fluid that express
its properties in terms of those of a pure fluid. We demon
strate the treatment with a 1-1/2 Lennard-Jones fluid in Se
IV, and we conclude in Sec. V.

II. THE 1-1/2 FLUID

The 1-1/2 fluid is an example of a conformal solution
Conformal solutions3 are composed of substances that obe
corresponding states.1 In terms of the intermolecular poten-
tial u(r ), a corresponding states model has the form

u~r !5e f ~r /s!, ~2.1!

where r is the distance between the molecules andf is in
principle any function. The potential is characterized by onl
two parameters,s and e, having dimensions of length and
energy, respectively. As a consequence of the simple form
the intermolecular potential, the thermodynamic propertie
of corresponding-states materials may be mapped onto o
another, so that knowledge of one substance implies know
edge about all members of the family. Mathematically, thi
simplification takes the form of a dimensionless equation o
state that depends on only two parameters; thus we state t
Ps3/e(kT/e,rs3! is an invariant~whereP is the pressure,T
is the absolute temperature,k is Boltzmann’s constant, andr
is the number density!. An alterative, entirely macroscopic
formulation, invokes the critical properties; thusPr(Tr ,r r! is
an invariant~where ther subscript indicates a property di-
vided by its value at the critical point!. Many substances are
found to obey corresponding states to a useful extent, and
course model substances such as hard spheres or tha
Lennard-Jones obey the principle exactly. The approach m
be extended by introducing additional characteristic length
or energies,8 but this is not often done.

When mixing corresponding-states materials to form
conformal solutions, one must further specify the ‘‘mixing
rules’’ that govern how unlike species interact with one an
other. Usually the Lorentz–Berthelot rules are applied

s i j5
1
2~s i1s j !,

~2.2!
e i j5~e ie j !

1/2.

Of the two, the energy-parameter rule is acknowledged as t
weaker,2,9 and often binary interaction parameters are intro
duced to correct it. These parameters produce a depart
from corresponding states, so there is a cost in terms of t
simplicity of the treatment when they are used.

The direct extension of corresponding states to mixture
is not a practical endeavor, as the introduction of each ne

e
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speciesj results in three additional dimensionless parameters
in the invariant equation of state;s j /s1 ,e j /e1 , andxj , where
x is a mole fraction and the subscripts indicate values for the
particular component. A five-parameter correlation resulting
from the corresponding-states treatment of a binary mixture
is not very useful, and the situation gets only worse as more
species are added. This circumstance is what motivates the
development of conformal solutions treatments such as the
n-fluid theories mentioned above.

Turning now to the topic at hand, we define a 1-1/2 fluid
as a two-component conformal solution in which one of the
components has a characteristic diameters equal to zero.
Designating henceforth this species as component 2, we have
s250. Thus the collision diameters125s1/2, while s2250.
If the function f (r /s) of Eq. ~2.1! is of the usual form in that
it approaches zero as the molecules become infinitely sepa-
rated, we see that the species-2 ‘‘point’’ particles will not
interact with one another, although they do retain some in-
fluence on the behavior of the species-1 particles. The di-
mensionless equation of state of the 1-1/2 fluid depends upon
four parameters

Ps1
3/e15Ps1

3/e1~kT/e1 ,rs1
3,e2 /e1 ,x2!. ~2.3!

Thus we have two additional parameters, compared to a pure
fluid, with which to adjust the choice of a reference in a
treatment for conformal solutions.

Despite the evidently large simplification introduced by
settings250, the properties of the 1-1/2 fluid are not trivial,
and in general are not even trivially related to the properties
of the pure substance obtained by removing all of the point
particles from the mixture. The point particles do indeed in-
teract strongly with the full-sized particles—the major sim-
plifications are that the point particles do not interact with
one another, and they do not interact withmanyfull particles.
Only in the case of purely repulsive hard potentials can we
write exactly the work required to insert a species-2 particle
in a 1-1/2 fluid, and thereby obtain a full description of the
properties of the 1-1/2 fluid in terms of a pure substance.7,10

III. THEORY

We shall now proceed to develop a theory for the 1-1/2
fluid, attempting two approaches. The first may be viewed as
an extended virial treatment, in which we perform an expan-
sion in the densityr1~5N1/V! of the full-size particles, about
r150, retaining to all orders terms in the densityr2~5N2 /V!
of the point particles. The second approach is the comple-
ment of the first. Here the 1-1/2 fluid properties are presented
in terms of the pure substance obtained upon removal of all
the species-2 point particles. Thus we consider an expansion
in r2, keeping terms to all orders inr1. In both approaches
we exploit the powerful and elegant methods of diagram-
matic expansion and topological reduction.11–13

We begin with the diagrammatic series for the residual
Helmholtz free energy density of the 1-1/2 fluid, defined in
excess of the corresponding value for an ideal gas at the
same temperature, composition, and density

A[2
Ar

VkT
52

~A2Aid!

VkT
, ~3.1!

thus14

VA(r1 ,r2)5sum of all topologically distinct, irreduc-
ible diagrams composed of black
r1-squares, blackr2-circles, and at most
one f-bond between each pair of vertices,
such that there are at least two black ver-
tices and no articulation vertices, ~3.2!

whereV is the volume. We use squares to represent species
1, and circles to represent species 2~the point particle!; a
vertex refers generically to ar1-square or ar2-circle.

Because the point particles do not interact, we can elimi-
nate from this series all diagrams having anf-bond directly
connecting twor2-circles, thus

VA(r1 ,r2)5sum of all topologically distinct, irreduc-
ible diagrams composed of black
r1-squares, blackr2-circles, and at most
one f-bond between each pair of vertices,
such that there are at least two black ver-
tices, no articulation vertices, and no adja-
centr2-circles;

or, pictorially,

. ~3.3!

A. r1-expansion

We define the set of coefficientsTn such that

VA~r1 ,r2!5 (
n51

`

Tnr1
n , ~3.4!

thus

Tn5sum of all topologically distinct, irreducible dia-
grams composed ofn black 1-squares, some or no
black r2-circles, and at most onef-bond between
each pair of vertices, such that there are no articu-
lation vertices and no adjacentr2-circles. ~3.5!

The first few coefficients are

, ~3.6!

, ~3.7!

. ~3.8!

The absence of any bonds joiningr2-circles permits a topo-
logical reduction of each series. In particular, the infinite
sums may be expressed by just a few diagrams that are writ-
ten in terms of a set of renormalized bonds. The greatest
economy is achieved if effective multibody interactions are
introduced, and the resulting~few! diagrams written in terms
of n-body faces. This complication is of course not necessary
for n52, which we demonstrate first.

In the diagrams ofT2 eachr2-circle must be joined to
both 1-squares, and to nothing else. Therefore, all diagrams
are parallel, and may be decomposed into products of just

1601H.-C. Chiu and D. A. Kofke: A theory for the 1-1/2 fluid
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1602 H.-C. Chiu and D. A. Kofke: A theory for the 1-1/2 fluid
two diagrams, viz., two 1-squares joined by anf-bond

and two 1-squares bridged by ar2-circle.

We will refer to that latter diagram asb(2); it may appear any
number of times in the product, but at least twice if t
former is not present. It is convenient to define an effect
f-bond,

f p~r2 ,T!5e ep21, ~3.9!

whereep is the sum of all products ofb(2) diagrams, which
may be summed directly

.
~3.10!

Figure 2 displays thef p function for the Lennard-Jones po
tential at several combinations of values ofT, r2, and e2.
This function is of the same range as the~usual! f-bond,
which is recovered whenr250. One can in fact show tha
for the hard-sphere potential,f p5 f . In terms of this renor-
malizedf-bond, we have

. ~3.11!

The second diagram must be subtracted because it is if p
but does not belong in the series forT2 ~it contains an ar-
ticulation circle!.

The simplification ofT3 proceeds in a similar fashion
We begin by noting that thef p bond represents all ways tha
two 1-squares can be joined; through a single directf-bond,
or one or more products ofb(2), with or without a direct
f-bond. Thus thef p-bond provides a convenient buildin
block for constructing the diagrams inT3 . A new element
that must be introduced is the 3-bridge, in which a po
particle is connected to all three 1-squares at once:

we designate thisb(3). As with b(2), multiple instances of
this form must be in parallel, and therefore can be summ
to an exponential. We represent this function as a sha
three-point diagram,

. ~3.12!

ll.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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This diagram is plotted in Fig. 3 for two configurations of th
three 1-squares; for an equilateral triangle; and for a cons
separation of two, while the third recedes. It is evident th
the range of this function is less than the corresponding fu
tion having two 1-squares.

Using f p and this new three-body function, all doubly
connected diagrams having three black 1-squares, i.e.,
diagrams inT3 , can be expressed in a few diagrams,

. ~3.13!

Here, all bonds between squares aref p bonds, while those
joining a square and a circle aref-bonds. Interestingly, all the
diagrams containing the three-body face can be summed
single diagram composed of three 1-squares, each joine
the other two by a~f p11! bond, and all mutually joined by
the three-body face. As the (f p 1 1)-bonds disallow overlap
between pairs, and the three-body face differs substanti
from zero only in the presence of such an overlap~cf. Fig. 3!,
we surmise that the contribution from this diagram is sma

FIG. 2. The functionf p ~solid line! defined by Eqs.~3.9! and~3.10!, and the
usual ~Ref. 13! Mayer f-function ~dashed line! as a function of particle
separation;~a! temperature dependence:kT/e150.8 ~upper pair!, 1.0, 1.2,
and 2.0~lower pair!; ~b! density dependence:r2s1

350.0 ~where f p5 f !, 0.6,
0.8, and 1.0;~c! dependence on the well depth of the point particl
e2/e150.5 ~wheref p approachesf !, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0. Other conditions are a
indicated.
3, No. 4, 22 July 1995
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1603H.-C. Chiu and D. A. Kofke: A theory for the 1-1/2 fluid
The only other diagrams remaining inT3 are the single dia-
gram having nor2-circles, and the two diagrams being su
tracted.

The diagrams being subtracted in Eqs.~3.11! and~3.13!
are not negligible, and in fact are rather interesting. All co
tain a singler2-circle. We suspect, but have not shown, th
such terms collected from all theTn may be partially
summed to yield a form similar to the logarithm term e
countered in Eq.~3.16! farther below. The subtraction term
that remain after the summation have a singler2-circle con-
nected ton 1-squares byf-bonds @forming a b(n)-bridge#,
while then 1-squares themselves are joined to one anothe
various ways by~f p11!-bonds; the ‘‘conflict’’ between the
b(n) bridge and these (f p11!-bonds renders small the mag
nitude of these diagrams. Also forn.3, we suspect that the
diagrams obtained by summing theb(n)-bridges will tend to
cancel as they do forT3 . If all these conjectures are corre
~and we must emphasize theif!, the only diagrams that con
tribute significantly are those containing zero or o
r2-circle. It is therefore reasonable to consider an expans
in r2 while retaining all terms inr1.

B. r2-expansion

We may manipulate the diagrammatic expansion of
mixture free energy to a form that takes the pure specie
fluid, obtained upon removal of all point particles, as a r
erence. All diagrams that contain only black squares
summed to the species-1 free energy, and the expansio
thus

FIG. 3. The three-point diagram defined by Eq.~3.12!, for two geometries
of the three root points; an equilateral triangle, for which the abscissa
resents the mutual separation of the three roots; an isosceles triangl
which the separation of two roots is held asr /s151, while the abscissa
represents the separation of the third root from the other two. Also prese
in the plot is thef p function defined by Eq.~3.9!. Conditions are as indi-
cated.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103
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VA(r1 ,r2)5VApure(r1)1the sum of all diagrams des
cribed in Eq.~3.3!, except those that con-
tain zero blackr2-circles

,

~3.14!

whereApure~r1! is the free-energy density of pure species
at a number densityr1.

An important limiting case is infinite dilution of the
point particles. If we can describe this limit, we may be ab
to approximate finite concentrations by assuming that
point particles have no influence on the structure of t
species-1 solvent~thus the work of adding a point particle is
independent of the number that are already there!. In this
limit, all diagrams containing more than oner2-circle are
removed, and the result may be written in terms of tot
correlation functionh(n) bonds12 of pure solvent

VA 5 VApure1sum of all topologically distinct, irre-
ducible diagrams composed ofn.0 black
r1-squares, exactly one blackr2-circle, such
that ther1-squares are mutually joined by a
h(n)-face, and each is connected to th
r2-circle by a singlef-bond. ~3.15!

In recent work,15 we proposed a topological reduction tha
expresses a sum of diagrams in terms of the logarithmic o
sum of fewer diagrams. Application to Eq.~3.15! yields

VA5VApure~r1!1Vr2 ln~11S!, ~3.16!

whereS is given in terms ofg(n)-bonds,12

VS5sum of all topologically distinct, irreducible dia-
grams composed of one black 1-circle andn.0
blackr1-squares, such that all squares are mutua
joined by ag(n)-face, and each square is connect
to the circle by a singlef-bond.

. ~3.17!

The residual chemical potential of point particle is simply

bm2r 52 ln~11S!

. (3.18)

The exact hard-sphere result may be extracted from t
formulation. Consider first theg(n)-bonds, which are zero in
every configuration in which the~species-1! hard spheres
overlap; now note that thef-bonds joining each species-1
hard sphere to the point particle are zero if the hard sphe
do not overlap ~a point particle can simultaneously overla
two hard spheres only if the hard spheres themselves o
lap!. Thus the integral over all configurations implied by th
black points results in a diagram of value zero. The on
diagram that survives in the sum definingVS is that com-
posed of a single black 1-circle and a single blackr1-square.
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1604 H.-C. Chiu and D. A. Kofke: A theory for the 1-1/2 fluid
The result corresponds to the exact expression forA of the
hard-sphere mixture, which is easily derived independentl

The development presents us now with several possib
ties for approximating the 1-1/2 fluid free energy for mor
complicated potentials. We have isolated five such appro
mations for study. The first two are merely truncation of th
series forS,

,

.

The former is appealing in that it requires no structural pro
erties of the reference for its application, and in fact th
single diagram present may be given in terms of th
~experimentally-obtainable! second virial coefficient of the
reference. Both forms remain exact for hard spheres. T
third approximation is obtained by assuming that there are
structural correlations in the solvent, i.e., all distributio
functionsg(n) are unity

.

This form, like the next one, no longer yields the exact resu
when applied to hard spheres. In the next form we retain p
correlations in the reference, and setg(n)51 for n>3,

.

We note that anh-bond now joins the black squares. The
final form, like the first two, represents a simple truncation o
series, but applied without first invoking the logarithmic re
duction. It too is not exact for hard spheres.

. ~3.19!

C. Test of theories

We tested our approximations for the 1-1/2 fluid usin
the Lennard-Jones model, with properties evaluated
Monte Carlo simulation in the canonical ensemble. For sy
tems at infinite dilution, the only quantity of interest is the
chemical potential of the point-particle solute. To evaluate
we conducted simulations of the pure Lennard-Jones fluid
and performed test-particle insertions of point particles; a
eraging over solvent configurations and test insertions yie
the chemical potential in the usual manner.16,17 Figure 4
shows the residual chemical potentials of point particles a
function of the solvent reduced density. Also presented in t
plot are results from application of the various approxima
tions to the hard-sphere model; this we examine to ensu
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103
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that our approximations do not destroy the good descript
of hard spheres that we have been so careful to build into
treatment. Approximations~I! and~II ! remain exact for hard
spheres, but they do not perform well for the Lennard-Jon
model. Approximation~III ! works well for Lennard-Jones
fluids, but at the expense of a good description of ha
spheres. Approximation~IV !, while not exact for hard
spheres, works well for both model potentials. Approxim
tion ~V! performs well, but not as well as~IV !. Based on
these results, we choose approximation~IV ! for further
study.

It is likely that the residual chemical potential of th
point particles is a weak function of their concentratio
Physically, this means that the work of inserting the fir
point-particle has little effect on the work needed to inse
subsequent ones. The reasoning is also supported by
analysis of ther1-expansion of the free energy presented
Sec. III A. There we showed the diagram having two or mo
r2-circles tended to cancel one another. It is a particula
reasonable expectation given that the point particles do
interact directly. The only way the work of insertion can b
changed is through the effect of the point particles on t
structure of the solvent, and even then there is only so m
they can do while the overall densityr1 remains fixed. A
very large number of point particles would likely manifes
their presence by inciting a phase separation in the syst
The possibility of such an effect we reserve for future stud
Our interest now is to what extent can we apply the infin
dilution result to describe other mixtures; how far can w
stretch the expansion of the free energy to first order inr2?

We performed Monte Carlo simulations for mixtures t

FIG. 4. Application of the various approximations discussed in the te
Plotted is the residual chemical potential of a point particle at infinite di
tion. The upper curves describe a hard point particle in a hard sphere
vent, while the lower describe a Lennard-Jones points in a Lennard-Jo
solvent at a temperaturekT/e151.0. The circles are exact results for har
spheres or, for Lennard-Jones, the results of Monte Carlo simulation.
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1605H.-C. Chiu and D. A. Kofke: A theory for the 1-1/2 fluid
see if the infinite dilution approximation still provides sati
factory estimation for 1-1/2 fluids with a nonzero concent
tion of point particles; details of the simulations are p
sented in the Appendix. Figure 5 examines the resid
chemical potential of point particles as a function of te
perature, density of full-sized particles~r1!, and energy pa-
rameter~e2! ~everything is in units ofs1 and e1!. Data are
presented for four compositions; pure species 1~infinite di-
lution of species 2!, and mole fractions of 0.5, 0.4, and 0.
respectively, of species 1. Note that systems having s
reduced density of full-sized particles~r1!, but different mole
fractions~x1!, differ in the total density~r1/x1!. In this man-
ner we compare systems that have the same number of
sized particles in a unit volume, but which differ in the num
ber of point particles present. Figure 5~a! considers the effec
of temperature at constantr150.8 ~a dense, liquidlike value!,
and withe25e1. Figure 5~b! investigates the effect of solven
densityr1. The gap in the data corresponds to the two-ph
region of the pure species-1 fluid. The temperature for

FIG. 5. Residual chemical potential of Lennard-Jones point particle
Lennard-Jones 1-1/2 fluids;~a! temperature dependence;~b! dependence on
number density of full-sized species;~c! dependence on well depth of poin
particles. Data are shown for four compositions,x151.0 ~point particles at
infinite dilution!, 0.5, 0.4, and 0.2. Composition dependence is so weak
data for different compositions cannot be distinguished. Line is the propo
theory, using approximation~IV !; a single line is shown because the theo
predicts no composition dependence.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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figure is 1.2, and again the energy parameter is that of
solvent. In Fig. 5~c! the effect of the energy parameter i
examined. In all figures we find that the infinite-dilution ap
proximation holds, the residual chemical potential of th
point-particles is not affected by changes in compositio
Moreover, the data are well described by the theory, taken
approximation~IV ! above. Breakdown of that approximatio
is finally observed for large values of the point-particle e
ergy parametere2.

In Figs. 6 and 7, we apply approximation~IV ! to esti-
mate the energy and the pressure, respectively, and we c
pare the results to simulation data. Parts~a!, ~b!, and ~c! of
each figure correspond to the same parts of Fig. 5. Data
infinite dilution, x151, are again included, although they o
course are not affected bye2 @part ~c! of each figure#. The
theory again compares well with the data, with a discrepan
arising for largee2 @consistent with Fig. 5~c!# and, to a lesser
extent, at low temperature.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have demonstrated that a good description of
1-1/2 fluid can be obtained from knowledge of the pure flu
obtained upon removal of all the point particles. The mo

in

at
ed

FIG. 6. Internal energy of Lennard-Jones 1-1/2 fluids. Conditions and sy
bols are as in Fig. 5.
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1606 H.-C. Chiu and D. A. Kofke: A theory for the 1-1/2 fluid
effective formulation of the theory requires knowledge of t
pair structure of the reference, in addition to its thermod
namic properties. The limit of infinite dilution of the poin
particles seems sufficient for a description of the 1-1/2 fl
at much higher concentrations of the point particles, i.e
form of Henry’s law applies broadly. The good news fro
this result is that we can describe a wide range of 1-
fluids; the bad newsmightbe that the value of the 1-1/2 flui
as a useful and robust reference for other mixtures is dim
ished. If the point particles have little influence on the stru
ture of the full-sized ones, there may be little gain in cons
ering a 1-1/2 fluid over a simple pure fluid as a reference
a theory. This outcome can be concluded only by devel
ment and application of theories based on a 1-1/2 fluid
erence, and subsequent comparison to more traditi
conformal-solution treatments.
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APPENDIX

Standard Monte Carlo simulations16 in canonical en-
semble~N,V,T! were performed to measure the properties
various 1-1/2 fluids. Most simulations sampled 20 0
cycles, after an initial relaxation phase lasting 10 000 cyc
a cycle here represents one attempted translation per par
The total number of full-sized and point particles was
most cases 500, the exception being simulations atx150.2,
where 864 particles were used~to ensure a sufficient numbe
of full-size particles!. Simulations were speeded substantia
by the fact that the point particles do not interact with ea
other.
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